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The antiferromagnetic spin correlation functionSQ, the staggered spin susceptibilityxQ, and the energy scale
vFL=SQ /xQ are studied numerically within thet-J model and the Hubbard model, as relevant to cuprates. It is
shown thatvFL, related to the onset of the non-Fermi-liquid spin response atT.vFL, is very low in the regime
below the “optimum” hole dopingch,ch

* ,0.16, while it shows a steep increase in the overdoped regime. A
quantitative analysis of the NMR spin-spin relaxation rate 1/T2G for various cuprates reveals a similar behav-
ior, indicating a pronounced crossover between a Fermi-liquid and a non-Fermi-liquid behavior as a function
of doping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the phase diagram of cuprates con-
tinues to exemplify one of the major theoretical and experi-
mental challenges.1 Besides superconductivity(SC) and an-
tiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering, several regimes with
distinct electronic properties have been identified within the
normal metallic phase. The behavior of the spin degrees of
freedom, which are the subject of this paper, has been inten-
sively studied using the inelastic neutron scattering2,3 (INR)
and NMR relaxation4 experiments. They clearly reveal that
in underdoped cuprates magnetic properties are not follow-
ing the usual Fermi-liquid(FL) scenario within the metallic
state above the SC transitionT.Tc.

In a normal FL one expects aT-independent dynamical
spin susceptibilityxq9svd at low T,v. However, INS results
show thatq-integrated spin susceptibility exhibits in a broad
range of v and T an anomalous, but universal behavior
xL9svd~ fsv /Td, first established in La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) at
low doping.3,5 This behavior can be even followed to lowest
T in YBaCu3O6+x (YBCO), whereTc has been suppressed by
Zn doping.6 At the same time, low-energy INS reveals at low
T the saturation of the inverse AFM correlation length
k=1/j, at least in YBCO(Ref. 2) and in LSCO(Refs. 3 and
5) at low doping. The anomalousT dependence of the63Cu
NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 and of the spin-spin
relaxation rate 1/T2G in underdoped cuprates is in
general compatible with INS,4 in particular 1/sT1Td
~ uxL9sv ,Td /vuv→0~1/T.

On the other hand, cuprates at optimum doping and,
moreover, in the overdoped regime show a strong reduction
of the spin response at low energiesv. This is evident from
the loss of INS intensity in the normal state and low NMR
relaxation rates 1/T1, 1 /T2G. At the same time, NMR con-
firms the approach to the normal FL behavior, 1 /sT1Td
,const and 1/T2G,const.4 An anlogous message arises
from the analysis of cuprates doped with nonmagnetic Li and
Zn, where the impurity-induced spin susceptibility varies as
~1/sT+TKd—i.e., with a Kondo-like behavior with a charac-
teristic temperatureTKschd (Ref. 7)—whereTK,0 in the un-
derdoped regime, whereas it shows a strong increase and
more FL-like behavior in the overdoped regime. There are
also indications from transport properties and angle-resolved

photoemission spectroscopy(ARPES) that the normal FL be-
havior is approached in the overdoped regime. Recent
ARPES data for the bilayer splitting in BiSrCaCuO
(BSCCO) are interpreted as an evidence for coherent(FL-
like) electronic excitations forT,TX (Ref. 8) in the over-
doped regime, whereTXschd shows a steep increase with dop-
ing. However, alternative ARPES measurements reveal
splitting even in underdoped BSCCO.9

From the point of theoretical understanding, an approach
to a FL behavior in the overdoped regime far from a metal-
insulator transition seems plausible; nevertheless, solid theo-
retical evidence is still missing. A crossover from a strange
metal to a coherent metal phase is, e.g., predicted within the
slave-boson approach.10 A frequently invoked interpretation
is given in terms of the quantum critical point(QCP) at
optimum dopingch

* (masked, however, at lowT by the SC
phase), dividing the FL phase atch.ch

* and a(singular) non-
Fermi-liquid (NFL) metal atch,ch

* . While such a concept is
well established in spin systems,11 its application to metallic
cuprates is controversial due to the absence of a critical
length scale—e.g.,jsT→0d→`. Low-energy spin dynamics
as emerges from INS and in particular from NMR experi-
ments has been extensively analyzed within phenomenologi-
cal theory,12 describing a FL close to an AFM instability,
where the spin-fluctuation energy is related to the character-
istic FL scale, as discussed further on. Evidence for a NFL to
FL crossover in the self-energy has also been found in the
Hubbard model within the FLEX approximation.13

The present authors recently showed that an anomalous
v /T scaling, as observed at low doping, emerges from
a general approach toxqsvd under a few basic
requirements:14 (a) damping of the collective AFM mode
in the normal state is large, and(b) equal-time correlations
and the corresponding inverse correlation lengthk̃ are finite
and saturate at lowT. It has been shown thatv /T scaling
appears forT.vp, wherevp represents characteristic spin-
fluctuation or related FL scale and can be very small in the
low-doping regime.14 In this paper we define an analogous
FL scalevFL suitable for numerical studies and analyze its
behavior within models relevant to cuprates—i.e., the planar
t-J model and the Hubbard model. It can be also extracted
directly from NMR-relaxation and INS experiments on cu-
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prates, whereby the results obtained forvFL indicate a quite
sharp but continuous crossover behavior between the NFL
and FL regime as a function of doping.

In Sec. II we define and discuss the FL scalevFLsTd.
Section II is divided into three subsections where we present
results for this quantity obtained numerically for the planar
t-J model and the Hubbard model, respectively, and discuss
the analysis of experimental NMR-relaxation and INS data
on cuprates. Conclusions and the relation to other experi-
ments and scenarios are discussed in Sec. III.

II. FERMI-LIQUID SCALE

Let us assume that the dominant collective magnetic
mode is the AFM one atQ=sp ,pd. Considering the dynami-
cal susceptibilityxqsvd in the normal state we note that in
general the dampingg of the collectiveQ=sp ,pd mode in
the normal state is large, leading to an overdamped mode. At
the same time, equal-time correlationsSQ=kS−Q

z SQ
z l and the

corresponding inverse correlation lengthk̃ seem to saturate
at low T. A nontrivial dependence of the staticxQsTd then
follows14 from the fluctuation-dissipation relation

1

p
E

0

`

dv cth
v

2T
xq9svd = Sq. s1d

Note that we use"=1 and definexqsvd in units of g2mB
2.

Relation(1) leads to av /T scaling forT.vp where

vp , ge−2z, z ~ g/k̃2. s2d

Within such an approach it is natural that the(T=0) spin
fluctuation scalevp remains finite within the whole paramag-
netic regime. Assuming that it is the lowest energy scale in
the normal state it plausibly plays the role of the relevant FL
scalevFL. Namely, forT,vFL one expects the FL behavior
with quite T-independentxqsvd, while for T.vFL the T de-
pendence becomes essential. Due to the strong dependence
on z, vpschd can show quite a sharp crossover from very
small values in the underdoped regime to a large increase in
overdoped systems.

One possibility is to obtainvFL from the full T depen-
dence of various magnetic quantities, in particular from static
xQsTd and SQsTd. It is evident that in the NFL regimeT
.vFL a relation follows from Eq.(1):

SQ

TxQ
= F1 −

D

SQ
G−1

, s3d

which evolves into the “classical” relation forD!SQ. Note
thatDsTd arises from Eq.(1) as the integral over the large-v
tail xQ9 sv.Td. We are interested in the low-T regime in the
paramagnetic phase whereSQsTd already saturates. The satu-
ration is quite evident from the numerical analysis of various
models.1,15 Equation(3) indicates that even constantSQ can
be compatible withT-dependentxQsTd~1/T which appears
to be the essence of the NFL regime in cuprates. In contrast,
one expects a finitexQsT→0d within the FL regime.

It follows that the characteristic energy scale of spin fluc-
tuations can be defined as

vFLsTd =
SQsTd
xQsTd

, s4d

with the correspondingT=0 limit vFLs0d. Note thatvFLs0d is
just the first frequency moment of the shape function
xQ9 sv ,T=0d /v for v.0,

vFLs0d = kvl =
2

pxQ
E

0

`

xQ9 svddv. s5d

On the other hand, one can extractvFL also from experi-
ments, in particular from NMR 1/T2G relaxation data, which
give rather straightforward information onxQsTd.

A. t-J model

Let us first consider thet-J model

H = − to
ki j ls

c̃js
† c̃is + Jo

ki j l
SSi ·Sj −

1

4
ninjD , s6d

with the nearest-neighbor hopping on a square lattice, which
we analyze forJ/ t=0.3, as relevant for cuprates(for com-
parison with cuprates we uset,400 meV). Results for
SQsTd and xQsTd are evaluated using the finite-T Lanczos
method16 (FTLM). In this way we analyze systems withN
=18 sites for arbitrary hole dopingch=Nh/N and with ch
ø3/20 for N=20. It should be also noted that in general
FTLM results are rather insensitive to finite-size effects for
T.Tfs, whereby for systems consideredTfsù0.1t (Ref. 16).

In Fig. 1 we present results for theT dependence ofxQ for
several dopingsch ranging from low to high doping. We
notice thatxQ is small and essentiallyT independent forch
.0.2. On the other hand, in the low-doping regimexQ is
stronglyT dependent down to lowest reliableT,Tfs where it
also reaches large values. An analogous or even more trans-
parent message follows from Fig. 2 where we presentx̃
=4TxQ as a function ofch for variousT.Tfs. Note that the
limiting value within thet-J model isx̃sT→`d=1−ch. Two
distinct regimes become immediately evident from Fig. 2.
The crossing of curvesx̃schd with differentT can be used as
the definition of the “optimum” dopingch

* ,0.16, whereby it

FIG. 1. (Color online) AFM susceptibilityxQ vs T for different
doping valuesch within the t-J model.
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is indicative that the same value is obtained analyzing cu-
prates with highestTc (Ref. 17). In the underdoped regimex̃
increases by loweringT (down to reachableT,Tfs) and ap-
pears to saturate to the NFL behavior, Eq.(3), consistent
with the anomalousv /T scaling.14 On the other hand, atch
.ch

* the tendency ofx̃sTd is the opposite; i.e.,xQsTd satu-
rates forT,J, indicating a “normal” FL behavior. Ifx̃schd
curves would, even for lowestT, indeed cross atch=ch

* , we
would have been dealing with a singularity resembling a
QCP with divergingxQsT→0d~1/T. Moreover,xQsT→0d
would have been divergent in the whole regimech,ch

* . Al-
though the present results cannot exclude this possibility, the
deviation(shift to the left) visible at lowestT=0.1t is more
in accordance with a crossover between FL and NFL re-
gimes.

In Fig. 3 we show corresponding FTLM results for
vFLschd at TøJ. BesidesTùTfsù0.1t we present also val-
ues extrapolated toT→0. Note that in thisT window SQsTd
is essentiallyT independent, with its extrapolated values be-
ing in close agreement with theT=0 results obtained via the
usual Lanczos technique. Such a behavior is consistent with
the fact that the AFM correlation lengthj saturates forT

→0 and remains shorter than the system sizej,L, at least
for ch.0.05.SQ results are shown in the inset of Fig. 3 and
overall follow surprisingly well the linear variation

1/SQ = Kch, K , 15. s7d

In contrast, the FL scalevFL reveals a nonuniform variation
with doping. Again, forch.ch

* , vFL is already ratherT inde-
pendent forT,J. On the other hand, in the regimech,ch

*

we find a strongT dependence ofvFL even atT,Tfs with an
approximate behavior

vFL , T + vFLs0d. s8d

Note that at high enoughT.vFLs0d the linear variation
vFLsTd,T naturally follows from Eq.(3). We can summa-
rize results in Fig. 3 as follows:(a) in the overdoped regime
vFLs0d,asch−ch0d with ch0,0.12 and a large slopea
,3.5t,1.4 eV, and(b) in the underdoped regime our results
indicate on a smooth crossover to very smallvFLs0d!J.

B. Hubbard model

The alternative relevant model is the Hubbard model on a
square lattice,

H = − to
ki j ls

scis
†cjs + H.c.d + Uo

i

ni↑ni↓, s9d

which in the case of strong Coulomb repulsionU@ t and
close to half-filling maps onto thet-J model withJ=4t2/U.
We calculateSQ in the ground state as a function of hole
dopingch within the Hubbard model on a square lattice and
at U=8t using the constrained-path quantum Monte Carlo
(CPMC) method.18 In this method, the ground-state wave
function is projected from a known initial wave function by
a branching random walk in the overcomplete space of Slater
determinants. Since the method is most efficient in closed-
shell cases, we extend our calculations to various tilted
square lattices where the number of sites,N, ranges between
N=34 andN=164. The susceptibilityxQ=]mQ /]BQ is cal-
culated by computing the sublattice magnetizationmQ in-
duced by a small staggered magnetic fieldBQ.

Our results forSQ again reveal a linear variation 1/SQ
,Kch with K,14. Such a result is in qualitative agreement
with previous QMC calculations forU / t=4 (Ref. 1), where
in the latter caseK,14.3. In Fig. 4 we present the corre-
spondingvFLs0d. The qualitative behavior ofvFL is similar
to the result within thet-J model, Fig. 3. In the overdoped
regime one can again approximate the variation ofvFL as
linear, with ch0,0.1 anda,4.8t, while for ch,ch0, vFL
becomes very small. Altogether, obtainedvFL does not differ
much from that within thet-J model. Note that the rather
surprising agreement in the thermodynamic properties of the
t-J and Hubbard models atT.0 has been previously found
using the FTLM in a large doping regime for strong enough
correlations—i.e.,U / tù8 (Ref. 19). Still, the crossover
within the Hubbard model seems to be less abrupt, which
could be plausibly attributed to weaker correlations atU
=8t. In Fig. 4 we display also the corresponding free fermion
result. We notice that on approaching the empty bandce=1
−ch→0 both curves converge. However, close to half-filling
there is a huge qualitative difference.

FIG. 2. (Color online) 4TxQ vs dopingch for variousT/ t.

FIG. 3. (Color online) FL scalevFL / t vs ch, obtained for the
t-J model using the FTLM forT.0 and theirT→0 extrapolated
values. The inset showsT=0 results for 1/SQ vs ch. Dashed lines
are guide to the eye only.
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C. NMR relaxation analysis

Let us finally estimatexQsTd and consequentlyvFL di-
rectly from experiments on cuprates. Within the normal state
we use the results for the NMR spin-spin relaxation time
T2G, obtained from the63Cu spin-echo decay, related to static
xq as12

1

T2G
2 =

0.69

8 F 1

N
o
q

fFsqdxqg2 − S 1

N
o
q

FsqdxqD2G . s10d

Assuming thatxq is peaked at commensurateq=Q and can
be described by a Lorentzian form

xq =
xQk2

sq − Qd2 + k2 s11d

(e.g., consistent with INS in YBCO) with k!p, the second
term in Eq. (10) can be neglected and the form factor re-
placed byFsQd. This leads to the simplified relation

1

T2G
, 0.083kFsQdxQ. s12d

1/T2G relaxation rates have been measured and summarized
in Ref. 4—i.e., from underdoped to optimally doped YBCO
with 0.63,x,1, underdoped YBa2Cu4O8, nearly optimum
doped Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 (Tl-2223), and overdoped
Tl2Ba2CuO6+d (Tl-2201), whereby the normalization with
correspondingFsQd has been already taken into account(see
Fig. 8b in Ref. 4). Note thatk relevant toxq is the one
appropriate for low-v spin dynamics, as measured directly
by INS (plausiblyk,k̃). For YBCO,ksxd has been summa-
rized in Ref. 20. For the cuprates considered here appropriate
hole concentrationsch have been estimated in Ref. 17. As-
suming a continuous variation ofkschd we determine alsok
for YBa2Cu4O8, Tl-2223, and Tl-2201(for the latter we take
k=1.2/a0), not available experimentally. In this way we
evaluatexQsTd, presented in Fig. 5. We notice qualitative and
even quantitative correspondence with the model results in
Fig. 1 (note thatt,400 meV). In particular, for overdoped
cuprates xQ is FL like—i.e., small and essentiallyT

independent—while for underdoped cupratesxQ is strongly
T dependent even at lowestT.Tc.

Equal-time correlationsSQ are so far not directly acces-
sible by INS. As shown before they are nearly model inde-
pendent, so we assume here thet-J model results to finally
extract correspondingvFLsTd as presented in Fig. 6 for vari-
ous cuprates. ForT well above Tc, xQsTd extracted from
1/T2G follows the Curie-Weiss behavior—i.e.,

xQsTd ~
1

T + Q
. s13d

Such a behavior emerges also within our analytical approach
in the scaling regime.14 Hence, forT.150 K, we can well
parametrize

vFLsTd , vFLs0dS1 +
T

Q
D s14d

and present in the inset of Fig. 6 the doping dependence of
vFLs0d andQ. It is evident thatvFLs0d,Q. This is consis-
tent with Eq.(3) which requires that, for higherT, vFL,T.

FIG. 4. (Color online) FL scalevFL / t vs dopingch, as obtained
via the CPMC method for the Hubbard model withU / t=8; the
dashed line is a guide to the eye.

FIG. 5. (Color online) xQ in units of g2mB
2 vs T, as evaluated

from the NMR relaxation rate 1/T2G (Ref. 4) and the INS widthk
(Ref. 20) for various cuprates.

FIG. 6. (Color online) vFL vs T, for various cuprates. The inset
shows the extrapolated scalesvFLs0d andQ vs dopingch.
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At the same time, it is a nontrivial confirmation that assumed
SQ is consistent with experimental NMR and INS results.
The derivedvFLs0d is also well in agreement with the model
results in Figs. 3 and 4, in particular regarding the large slope
in the overdoped regime and a clear change of scale between
the underdoped and overdoped cuprates.

III. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have presented evidence, based both
on numerical results withint-J and Hubbard models as well
as on the analyses of NMR and INS experimental data on
cuprates, that the FL scalevFL exhibits pronounced cross-
over between a steep increase in the overdoped regime and
very low vFL!J in the underdoped regime forch,ch

* . Note
that in the latter regime within cuprates one can easily reach
valuesvFLs0d smaller thanTc. This can explain why anoma-
lous NFL scaling of the spin response is observed throughout
the normal phase atT.Tc. Also note that the electron self-
energy Sksvd, usually identifying the FL behavior, is ex-
pected to become NFL like forv, T.vFL due to its relation
to xqsvd (Ref. 21).

Our results are at least in qualitative agreement with other
experimental evidence for the existence of crossover to the
FL behavior in cuprates—e.g., with the FL scaleTX and its
doping dependence—as revealed by ARPES on BSCCO.8 A
similar doping-dependent scaleTK, analogous to a Kondo
scale in metals, arises from the analysis of the local-moment
susceptibilities in YBCO with in-plane nonmagnetic Li and
Zn impurities.7 Experiments show an abrupt and steep in-
crease ofTK on approaching the optimum doping. It has been
recently shown that the impurity-induced susceptibility is re-
lated to bulkxq in a uniform system; hence,TK should be
related toQ (Ref. 22).

Still, our numerical results cannot exclude the possibility
of the existence of a QCP-like transition atT=0. From our
analysis, the latter can be present at the point wherevFLs0d
vanishes on approaching from the overdoped side—i.e., in
our model systems atch,ch0,ch

* . An analogous interpreta-
tion might follow also from experimental values in Fig. 6, as
well as from results on the Kondo temperatureTKschd (Ref.
7). The main obstacle to an ordinary QCP scenario is that
there is no evidence for an ordered AFM phase forch,ch0,
neither from calculatedSQ within the t-J and Hubbard mod-
els nor from experiments. As our analysis shows,vFLs0d
remains finite throughout the normal phase at all dopingsch
down to the onset of the ordered AFM phase atch

AFM,ch0.
The experimental distinction between the sharpT=0 (QCP)
transition and the present crossover scenario is that in prin-
ciple vFLs0d.0 in the normal phase even in the heavily
underdoped regime; hence, one should be able to detect this
experimentally by suppressing the SC phase—e.g., as inves-
tigated with INS on YBCO system.6 However, the theory14

reveals thatvFLs0d~vp can be extremely small in the under-
doped regime.

In our attempt to speculate on the origin of the crossover
and on its location, we note that within the modelch

* coin-
cides with the “optimum” doping regime, characterized by
the largest entropy16,19 and degeneracy of states[in cuprates
corresponding also to highestTc (Ref. 17)]. The optimum
doping ch

* is furthermore roughly governed by the ratioch
*

~J/ t—i.e., by the interplay between the spin exchange and
the itinerant electron character.
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